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Abstract The dynamical structure of topologically mas-
sive gravity in the context of the Faddeev–Jackiw symplectic
approach is studied. It is shown that this method allows us
to avoid some ambiguities arising in the study of the gauge
structure via the Dirac formalism. In particular, the com-
plete set of constraints and the generators of the gauge sym-
metry of the theory are obtained straightforwardly via the
zero modes of the symplectic matrix. In order to obtain the
generalized Faddeev–Jackiw brackets and calculate the local
physical degrees of freedom of this model, an appropriate
gauge-fixing procedure is introduced. Finally, the similar-
ities and relative advantages between the Faddeev–Jackiw
method and Dirac’s formalism are briefly discussed.
1 Introduction
Theories of interacting spin-2 fields, such as massive gravity,
have been considerably studied in the literature, with partic-
ular focus on their symmetries and physical degrees of free-
dom [1–12]. The construction of a unitary and renormalizable
theory of gravity with propagating degrees of freedom has
been a long-sought goal toward our understanding of gravi-
tation. In this context, it is well known that the Fierz–Pauli
theory provides a consistent description of the linear fluctu-
ations of a massive graviton on a flat space-time [13]. The
Boulware–Deser (BD) ghost mode was exactly found for the
Fierz–Pauli theory taken at the nonlinear level [14,15], which
violates the unitarity of the theory (a condition of consistency
in quantum gravity). For this reason, the construction of an
action for nonlinear massive gravity must ensure the absence
of any ghost-like unphysical degrees of freedom, thereby
rendering a stable and consistent theory. Strictly speaking,
the theory must possess the necessary dynamical constraints
for removing the ghost degrees of freedom, Nonetheless, it
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would be interesting if one could systematically obtain the
constraints that eliminate such ghost fields. This approach
would also be helpful to understand the gauge structure and
the physical content of this kind of theories. In this work, we
are interested in the study of the three-dimensional version
of a massive gravity theory.
It is well known that the key ingredient for understand-
ing the physical content of a gauge dynamic system lies in
the identification of the physical degrees of freedom along
with observable quantities and symmetries. Therefore, in a
gauge theory it is essential to make the distinction between
gauge-invariant (gauge-dependent) quantities, which do (do
not) correspond to observable quantities [16,17], though the
former are not necessarily present at the quantum level. The
task of identifying the symmetries and observable quantities
in a physical theory is, in general, non-trivial, specially in
gauge theories with general covariance, such as general rel-
ativity. Nevertheless, there are two approaches to obtain in a
systematic way the symmetries and conserved quantities of
a particular physical theory: Dirac’s formalism [18] and the
Faddeev–Jackiw [FJ] method [19]. In the former approach, it
is necessary to classify all constraints into first- and second-
class ones. As a consequence, the physical degrees of free-
dom can be exactly counted, and a generator of the gauge
symmetry can be constructed as a suitable combination of
the first-class constraints in order to identify the physical
observables [20]. Furthermore, the brackets to quantize a
gauge system (Dirac’s brackets) can be obtained by get-
ting rid of the second-class constraints [21,22]. On the other
hand, the F-J method provides a symplectic approach for
constrained systems based on a first-order Lagrangian. The
basic feature of this approach is that it is not necessary to
classify the constraints into first- and second-class ones. Still,
several essential elements of a physical theory, such as the
degrees of freedom, the gauge symmetry, and the quantiza-
tion brackets (generalized F-J brackets) can also be obtained
(see [23,24,27–29] for a review). In this framework, the non-
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null F-J brackets emerge from the symplectic matrix. For a
gauge system, this matrix remains singular unless a gauge-
fixing procedure is introduced. In addition, the generators of
the gauge symmetries are given in terms of the zero modes
of this symplectic matrix. In this respect, the F-J symplectic
method provides a straightforward effective tool to deal with
gauge theories because it is algebraically simpler than Dirac’s
formalism. In particular, if secondary, tertiary, or higher order
constraints are present.
Quite recently, the F-J symplectic method has proved
useful in the study of many physical theories, for instance
in the construction of Maxwell-inspired SU (3)-like and
SU (3) ⊗ SU (2) ⊗ U (1) non-Abelian theories [30], as well
as noncommutative gauge theories [31]. Furthermore, this
approach not only has been useful to study non-Abelian sys-
tems [32], hidden symmetries [33], and self-dual fields [34],
but also to quantize massive non-Abelian Yang–Mills fields
[35] fields and to study the extended Horava–Lifshitz gravity
[36]. For other work on the F-J symplectic approach we refer
the interested reader to Refs. [37–39].
The purpose of the present work is to present a detailed
study of three-dimensional topologically massive gravity
(TMG) in a completely different context to that presented
in [40,42,43,47]. It is well known that the canonical analy-
sis of TMG is a large and tedious task since there are present
secondary, tertiary and quartic constraints with a complicated
algebra [43,47]. On the other hand, it is possible that if one
step of the Dirac formalism is either incorrectly applied or
omitted [48,50], the results could be incorrect [42,47]. In
this respect, we will apply the F-J symplectic approach to
systematically obtain the constraints necessary to remove the
unphysical degree of freedom of the theory, the gauge sym-
metries, and the fundamental F-J brackets by introducing an
appropriate gauge-fixing procedure. Moreover, the similari-
ties and relative advantages between this procedure and Dirac
formalism will be discussed. It also will be shown that the
physical degrees of freedom, the gauge symmetries and the
brackets to quantize agree with those found via the Dirac
method in [42,43,47].
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we show that the F-J symplectic method applied to
TMG leads to an alternative way for identifying the dynam-
ical constraints. In Sect. 3, the gauge transformations are
obtained using the zero modes of the symplectic two-form
matrix. In Sect. 4, we show that both the fundamental F-J
brackets and the physical degrees of freedom are obtained by
introducing a gauge-fixing procedure. In Sect. 5, we present
a summary and the conclusions.
2 Faddeev–Jackiw symplectic approach to TMG
The action for TMG can be written as [42,43,47]
S[A, e, λ] =
∫
M
[
2θei ∧ F[A]i + λi ∧ Ti + θ
μ
Ai
∧
(
dAi + 1
3
fi jk A
j ∧ Ak
)]
, (1)
where μ is the Chern–Simons parameter, θ = 1/16G, and
Ai = Aμidxμ is a connection one-form valued on the adjoint
representation of the Lie group SO(2, 1), which admits an
invariant totally antisymmetric tensor fi jk . Furthermore ei =
eiμdx
μ is a triad one-form that represents the gravitational
field and Fi is the curvature two-form of the connection Ai ,
i.e., Fi ≡ dAi + 12 fi jk A j ∧ Ak . Finally λi is a Lagrange
multiplier one-form that ensures that the torsion vanishes
Ti ≡ dei + fi jk A j ∧ ek = 0.
The equations of motion that arise from the variation of
the action (1) with respect to the dynamical variables eα i ,
Aα i , and λα i are given, in addition to some total derivative
terms, by
(δe)αi = ανρ
(
2θFνρ
i + Dνλρ i
)
= 0,
(δA)αi = ανρ
(
2θTνρ
i + f i jkλν j eρk + 2θμ−1Fνρ i
)
= 0,
(δλ)αi = ανρTνρ i = 0. (2)
From the second and third equation in (2), the Lagrange mul-
tiplier λμi can be solved in terms of the Schouten tensor of
the manifold M
λμ
i = 2θμ−1Sμνeiν, with
Sμν = (Ric)μν − 1
4
gμν R. (3)
The manifold is endowed with a space-time metric, gμν =
eμi eν jηi j . Furthermore, since the torsion vanishes, the spin-
connection Aμi is a function of the dreibein eμi
Aμ
i j = −eν j∂μeν i + βαμeiβeα j , (4)
where βαμ is the Christoffel symbol. Inserting Eq. (3) into
the first equation of (2), one gets the usual field equation of
TMG [2–4,40] in the second-order formalism
Gμν + 1
μ
Cμν = 0, (5)
where Gμν ≡ Rμν − 12 gμν R is the Einstein tensor, and
Cμν ≡ μαβ∇αSβν is essentially the (symmetric traceless )
Cotton tensor obtained from varying the gravitational Chern–
Simons term with respect to the metric, with ∇ = ∂ +  the
covariant derivative for the Christoffel connection. In addi-
tion, the particle content of this theory can be seen by per-
forming a linearized approximation to the field equations
about a Minkowski background [2–4,41] (see Appendix A).
In order to perform the symplectic analysis, we will
assume that the manifold M is topologically ×, where 
corresponds to a Cauchy surface without boundary (∂ = 0)
and  represents an evolution parameter. Here, the xμ are
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the coordinates that label the points of the three-dimensional
manifold M. In our notation, Greek letters run from 0 to 2,
while the lower case letters (i, j, k, ...) run from 1 to 3.
By performing the 2+1 decomposition of our fields with-
out breaking the internal symmetry, we can write the action
(1) as
S[A, e, λ] =
∫

[
θab
(
2ebi + 1
μ
Abi
)
A˙i a + abλibe˙i a
+abei 0 (θFabi + Daλbi ) + 1
2
abλi 0Tabi
+ ab Ai 0
(
θTabi+ 1
μ
θFabi+ fi jkλ j aekb
)]
d3x,
(6)
where Fabi = ∂a Abi − ∂b Aai + f i jk Aa j Abk , Tabi =
Daebi − Dbeai , and the covariant derivative of λai is defined
as Daλbi = ∂aλbi + f i jk Aa jλbk . Here a, b = 1, 2 are
space coordinate indices (the dot represents a derivative with
respect to the evolution parameter). From (6) we can identify
the following first-order Lagrangian density:
L(0) = θab
(
2ebi + 1
μ
Abi
)
× A˙i a + abλibe˙i a
+abei 0(θFabi + Daλbi ) + 1
2
abλi 0Tabi
+ab Ai 0
(
θTabi + 1
μ
θFabi + fi jkλ j aekb
)
. (7)
From the variational principle applied to the Lagrangian den-
sity (7), it is possible to write the symplectic equations of
motion as
f (0)i j ξ˙
(0) j = δV
(0)(ξ)
δξ (0)i
, (8)
where f (0)i j = δδξ (0)i a
(0)
j (ξ) − δδξ (0) j a
(0)
i (ξ), which is clearly
antisymmetric, is known as the symplectic two-form, which
yields the following symplectic variable set: ξ (0)i = (Ai a,
Ai 0, ei a, ei 0, λi a, λi 0), the corresponding symplectic one-
form a(0)i = (2θabebi + θμab Abi , 0, abλbi , 0, 0, 0), and
the symplectic potential V (0) given by
V (0) = abei 0(θFabi + Daλbi ) + 1
2
abλi 0Tabi + ab Ai 0
×
(
θTabi + 1
μ
θFabi + fi jkλ j aekb
)
. (9)
By using the symplectic variables, we find that the symplectic
matrix f (0)i j can be written as
f (0)i j (x, y) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2 θ
μ
abηi j 0 −2θabηi j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2θabηi j 0 0 0 −abηi j 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 abηi j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
δ2(x − y). (10)
Clearly f (0)i j is degenerate, which means that there are more
degrees of freedom in the equations of motion (8) than
physical degrees of freedom in the theory. We thus have a
constrained theory, with constraints that must remove the
unphysical degrees of freedom. The zero modes of this matrix
turn out to be (v(0)1 )
T
i = (0, vA
i
0 , 0, 0, 0, 0), (v(0)2 )
T
i =
(0, 0, 0, ve
i
0 , 0, 0), and (v(0)3 )
T
i = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, vλ
i
0), where
vA
i
0 , ve
i
0 and vλ
i
0 are arbitrary functions. By multiplying
the two sides of (8) by these zero modes, we can obtain the
following primary constraints:

(0)
i =
∫
dx2(v(0)1 )
T
j
δ
δξ (0) j
∫
dy2V (0)
= θabTabi + θ
μ
abFabi + ab fi jkλ j aekb = 0,

(0)
i =
∫
dx2(v(0)2 )
T
j
δ
δξ (0) j
∫
dy2V (0)
= θabFabi + abDaλbi = 0,

(0)
i =
∫
dx2(v(0)3 )
T
j
δ
δξ (0) j
∫
dy2V (0) = 1
2
abTabi = 0.
(11)
Following the prescription of the symplectic formalism, we
will analyze whether there are new constraints. To this aim,
we impose a consistency condition on the constraints (11) as
in the Dirac method:
˙(0) = δ
(0)
δξ (0)i
ξ˙ (0)i = 0 with
(0) = (0)i ,(0)i , (0)i , (12)
which means that these constraints must be preserved in time.
The consistency condition on the primary constraints (12)
and (8) can be rewritten as
f (1)k j ξ˙
(0) j = Z (1)k (ξ), (13)
where
f (1)k j =
(
f (0)i j
δ(0)
δξ (0) j
)
and Z (1)k =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
δV (0)
δξ (0) j
0
0
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (14)
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Thus the new symplectic matrix f (1)k j is given by
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2 θ
μ
ηi j 0 −2θηi j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2θηi j 0 0 0 −ηi j 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 ηi j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 θ
μ
(ηi j∂a − fi jk Aka − μ fi jkeka) 0 2θ(ηi j∂a − fi jk Aka − 12θ fi jkλka) 0 − fi jkeka 0
2θ(ηi j∂a − fi jk Aka − 12θ fi jkλka) 0 0 0 (ηi j∂a − fi jk Aka) 0− fi jkeka 0 (ηi j∂a − fi jk Aka) 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
× abδ2(x − y). (15)
Although f (1)k j is not a square matrix, it still has the following
linearly independent zero modes:
(v
(1)
1 )
j T = (∂av j − f j lm Alavm, ve j 0 ,
− f j lmelavm, 0, f j lmλalvm, 0, v j , 0, 0
)
,
(v
(1)
2 )
j T = ( − μ
2θ
f j lme
l
av
m, 0, 0, vA
j
0 , ∂av
j
− f j lm Alavm − μ f j lmelavm, 0, 0, 0, v j
)
,
(v
(1)
3 )
j T = ( − μ
2θ
f j lmλ
l
av
m, 0, ∂av
j
− f j lm Alavm, 0,−μ f j lmλl avm, vλ j 0 , 0, v j , 0
)
,
(16)
where vm, ve
j
0 , vA
j
0 , vλ
j
0 are arbitrary functions. On the other
hand, the matrix Z (1)k is given by
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−2θDae0 j + f jlme0lλam + f jlmλ0l eam + 2θ f jlm A0l eam − 2 1μθDa A0 j
0
−Daλ0 j − 2θDa A0 j + f jlm Al0λma
0
−Dae0 j + f jlm Al0ema
0
0
0
0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
abδ2(x − y).
(17)
By performing the contraction of the two sides of (13) with
the zero modes (16), we can obtain the following constraints:
(v(1))Tk Z
(1)
k |(0)=0= 0. (18)
The substitution (0) = 0 guarantees that these constraints
will drop from the remainder of the calculation. After a
lengthy but straightforward calculation, from (18) we obtain
the explicit form of the secondary constraints
 = 2abei aλib, 0a = ei 0λia − ei aλi0. (19)
This agrees completely with what was found in [43] by using
the Dirac approach, however, in this formalism the con-
straints (19) arise as tertiary and quartic constraints, respec-
tively. Furthermore, we can impose the consistency condi-
tions on (19) to obtain the following system:
f (2)k j ξ˙
(0) j = Z (2)k (ξ), (20)
where we have now
f (2)k j =
(
f (1)i j
δ(1)
δξ (0) j
)
, (1) = ,0a and
Z (2)k =
⎛
⎝ Z
(1)
k
0
0
⎞
⎠ . (21)
It is easy to see that, even after calculating the symplectic
matrix f (2)k j and inserting the above constraints (19), the zero
modes do not yield new constraints, which means that there
are no further constraints in the theory, and thus our procedure
comes to an end. We can now introduce the Lagrange mul-
tipliers for the constraints (11) and (19) into the Lagrangian
density (7) in order to construct a new one,
L(3) = θab
(
2ei b + 1
μ
Abi
)
A˙i a
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+ abλibe˙i a − ab(θFabi + Daλbi )α˙i
−1
2
abTabi ˙
i
− ab(θTabi + θ
μ
Fabi + fi jkλ j aekb)β˙ i − ϕ˙
−0a ϕ˙0a, (22)
where the new symplectic potential V (3) vanishes since it
is a linear combination of constraints reflecting the general
covariance of the theory, namely, V (3) = V (0) |(0),(1)=0=
0. On the other hand, the new Lagrange multipliers enforcing
the constraints are α˙i = ei0, β˙ i = Ai0, ˙i = λi0, ϕ˙, and ϕ˙0a .
Therefore, the new symplectic variable set is taken as
ξ (3)i =
(
Ai a, β
i , ei a, α
i , λi a, 
i , ϕ, ϕ0a
)
. (23)
Thus, the corresponding symplectic one-form is
a(3)i =
(
θab
(
2ebi + 1
μ
Abi
)
,−(0)i , abλbi ,
−(0)i , 0,−(0)i ,−,−0a
)
. (24)
By using these symplectic variables, an explicit calculation
yields a singular symplectic matrix f (3)i j = δδξ (3)i a
(3)
j (ξ) −
δ
δξ (3) j
a(3)i (ξ). However, we have shown that there are no more
constraints, therefore, the theory must have a local gauge
symmetry. The zero modes of f (3)i j turn out to be
(
v
(3)
1
)iT = ( − ∂aζ i − f i jk Aa jζ k, ζ i ,− f i jke jaζ k, 0,
− f i jkλa jζ k, 0, 0, 0
)
,(
v
(3)
2
)iT = ( − μ
2θ
f i jkλa
jκk, 0,−∂aκ i
− f i jk Aa jκk, κ i ,+μ f i jkλa jκk, 0, 0, 0
)
,(
v
(3)
3
)iT = ( − μ
2θ
f i jkea
jςk, 0, 0, 0,−∂aς i
− f i jk Aa jςk + μ f i jkea jςk, ς i , 0, 0
)
. (25)
3 Gauge symmetry
It is well known that the gauge symmetry determines the
physical content of any gauge theory, therefore we need to
know explicitly the fundamental gauge transformations of
the theory. In agreement with the prescription of the sym-
plectic formalism [24–26,33], the zero modes correspond to
the generators of the gauge symmetry of the original theory
(1) (see Appendix B), i.e.
δGξ
(3)i =
(
v
(3)
l
)iT
l , (26)
where {(v(3)l )iT } is the whole set of zero modes of singular
symplectic matrix f (3)i j and 
l stand for arbitrary infinitesimal
parameters. By using this fact, the generators (25) yield the
following fundamental gauge transformations of the basic
fields:
δG Aα
i (x) = −Dαζ i − μ
2θ
f i jk
(
eα
jςk + λα jκk
)
,
δGeα
i (x) = −Dακ i − f i jke jaζ k,
δGλα
i (x) = −Dας i − f i jkλα jζ k
+μ f i jk
(
λa
jκk + ea jςk
)
, (27)
where ζ i , κ i , and ς i are the time-dependent gauge parame-
ters. It is worth remarking that (27) correspond to the gauge
symmetry of the theory, but not to diffeomorphisms. Never-
theless, it is known that an appropriate choice of the gauge
parameters does, indeed, generate diffeomorphism (on-shell)
[44,47,49]. Thus, we can redefine the gauge parameters as
ζ i = −Aiμεμ, κ i = −eiμεμ, ς i = −λiμεμ, (28)
where εμ is an arbitrary three-vector. In this manner from the
fundamental gauge symmetry (27) and the mapping (28), we
obtain
δGeα
i = Lεeα i − εμαμν (δλ)νi ,
δG Aα
i = Lε Aα i + μεμαμν
[
1
2θ
(δA)νi + (δλ)νi
]
,
δGλα
i = Lελα i
+2μθεμαμν
[
1
2μθ
(δe)νi − 1
2θ
(δA)νi + (δλ)νi
]
,
(29)
which are (on-shell) diffeomorphisms. On the other hand,
diffeomorphism invariant theories have the Poincaré trans-
formations, as off-shell symmetries, by construction [45,46].
Thus, in order to recover the Poincaré symmetries, we need to
map the gauge parameters of the fundamental gauge symme-
tries ‘δG’ (27) into those of the Poincaré symmetries. This is
achieved through the field-dependent map between the gauge
parameters (27) and the Poincaré ones [44]:
ζ i = Aiμεμ + ωi , κ i = eiμεμ, ς i = λiμεμ, (30)
where εμ and ωi are the parameters of translations and local
Lorentz rotations, respectively, which together constitute the
6 gauge parameters of Poincaré symmetries in 3D. By using
this map, it is seen that the gauge symmetries indeed repro-
duce the Poincaré symmetries, but modulo terms propor-
tional to the equations of motion,
δGeα
i = −εμ∂μeα i − eμi∂αεμ − f i jkeα jωk
+εγ αγ ν (δλ)νi ,
δG Aα
i = −∂αωi − f i jk Aα jωk − εμ∂μAα i − Aμi∂αεμ
−μεγ αγ ν ×
[
1
2θ
(δA)νi + (δλ)νi
]
,
δGλα
i = −εμ∂μλα i − λμi∂αεμ − f i jkλα jωk
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−2μθεγ αγ ν
[
1
2μθ
(δe)νi − 1
2θ
(δA)νi + (δλ)νi
]
,
(31)
where the equations of motion (δe)νi , (δA)νi , and (δλ)νi are
defined in (2). We thus conclude that the Poincaré symmetry
(31) as well as the diffeomorphisms (28) are contained in the
fundamental gauge symmetry (27) only on-shell. In addition,
the generators of such gauge transformations can be repre-
sented in terms of the zero modes, thereby making evident
that the zero modes of the symplectic two-form encode all
the information as regards the gauge structure of this theory.
4 Faddeev–Jackiw brackets
Finally, in order to invert the symplectic matrix and obtain the
generalized Faddeev–Jackiw brackets and identify the phys-
ical degrees of freedom, we must introduce a gauge-fixing
procedure, that is, new “gauge constraints”. For convenience,
we use the temporal gauge, namely, Ai 0 = 0, ei 0 = 0,
λi 0 = 0, and ϕ = cte (i.e. ϕ˙ = 0). As a direct consequence,
the term 0a vanishes in the Lagrangian density. In this man-
ner, we also introduce new Lagrange multipliers that enforce
the gauge conditions, namely, ρi , ωi , τi , and σ . Then the final
one-form Lagrangian density reduces to
L(4) = θab
(
2ebi + 1
μ
Abi
)
A˙i a + abλibe˙i a
−((0)i − ρi )β˙ i − ((0)i − ωi )α˙i
−((0)i − τi )˙i − ( − σ) ϕ˙. (32)
Thus, we can identify the final symplectic variable set
ξ (4)i = (Ai a, β i , ei a, αi , λi a, i , ϕ, ρi , ωi , τi , σ ), (33)
with the corresponding symplectic one-form
a(4)i =
(
θab
(
2ebi + 1
μ
Abi
)
,
−(0)i + ρi , abλbi ,−(0)i + ωi , 0,
−(0)i + τi ,− + σ, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
. (34)
After some algebra, we obtain the explicit form of the sym-
plectic two-form f (4)i j
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2θ
μ
F −2 θ
μ
(A + μC) −2θF −2θ(A + D2θ ) 0 −C 0 0 0 0 0
2 θ
μ
(A + μC) 0 2θ(A + D2θ ) 0 C 0 0 −ηi j 0 0 0
2θF −2θ(A + D2θ ) 0 0 −F −A 2I 0 0 0 0
2θ(A + D2θ ) 0 0 0 −A 0 0 0 −ηi j 0 0
0 −C F A 0 0 −2H 0 0 0 0
C 0 A 0 0 0 0 0 0 −ηi j 0
0 0 −2I 0 2H 0 0 0 0 0 −1
0 ηi j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 ηi j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ηi j 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
×δ2(x − y), (35)
which is non-singular and has the following inverse f (4)i j−1:
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⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
μ
2θ F 0 0 0 −μF 0 0 −A − μ2θ D − μ2θ C 2μeb j
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −ηi j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −F 0 0 −CF −A 0 2eal
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ηij 0 0
μF 0 F 0 2θμF 0 0 D μD 2(A − μC) −2G
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ηi j 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
A ηij CF 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0
μ
2θ D 0 A −ηij μD 0 0 0 μ2θ E 0 0
μ
2θ C 0 0 0 (2A − μC) −ηi j 0 0 0 μθ B 2μH−2μebi 0 −2eal 0 2G 0 1 0 0 −2μH 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
δ2(x − y), (36)
where
A = ab
(
∂aηi j + fik j Aak
)
,
C = ab fik j eak, D = ab fik jλak, F = abηi j ,
H = abeaj , I = abλaj ,
A =
(
∂aηi j + fik j Aak
)
,
B = ab fi jk f k lmea j ebl , C = fik j eak,
D = fik jλak, E = ab fi jk f k lmλa jλbm,
F = abηi j , G = 2θμebl + λbl , H = ab fi jke jaekb.
The generalized Faddeev–Jackiw bracket {, }F-J between
two elements of the symplectic variable set (33), is defined
as
{ξ (4)i (x), ξ (4)j (y)}F-J ≡
(
f (4)i j
)−1
. (37)
We thus arrive at the non-vanishing Faddeev–Jackiw brackets
for TMG,
{Ai a(x), A j b(y)}F-J = μ
2θ
ηi jδ2(x − y), (38)
{Ai a(x), λ j b(y)}F-J = μabηi jδ2(x − y), (39)
{λi a(x), λ j b(y)}F-J = 2θμabηi jδ2(x − y), (40)
{ei a(x), λ j b(y)}F-J = abηi jδ2(x − y). (41)
These F-J brackets coincide with the Dirac brackets reported
in [43]. In addition, we can carry out the counting of
degrees of freedom as follows. There are 18 canonical
variables (ei a, λi a, Ai a), and 17 independent constraints
(
(0)
i ,
(0)
i , 
(0)
i ,, e
i
0, Ai 0, ϕ). Thus, we conclude that
3D TMG has one physical degree of freedom (number of
canonical variables − number of independent constraints),
corresponding to the massive graviton, as expected.
5 Summary and conclusions
In this paper, the dynamical structure of TMG theory has been
studied via the F-J framework. We have obtained the funda-
mental gauge structure as well as the physical content of this
theory in an alternative way to that reported in [42,43,47]. It
was shown that in the F-J approach is not necessary to clas-
sify the constraints into first- and second-class ones. In this
respect, all the constraints are treated at the same footing.
The correct identification of the constraints of TMG theory
allowed us to show that there is one local physical degree
of freedom, and obtain the gauge generators that yield the
Poincaré symmetries and the diffeomorphisms by mapping
the gauge parameters appropriately. Thereafter, the quantiza-
tion brackets (F-J brackets) were obtained. Our results coin-
cide with what has been previously obtained via the Dirac
approach [43]. It is worth mentioning that there is no one-
to-one correspondence between the constraints that we have
obtained via the F-J method and those found via the Dirac for-
malism [43], though both approaches yield the same results.
Our study suggests that the F-J method turns out to be more
economical, unambiguous, and straightforward than Dirac’s
one. Finally, we would like to comment that according to our
results the F-J approach could be useful for studying inter-
esting features of models of massive gravity, which include
TMG as a particular sector, for instance, topologically mas-
sive AdS gravity. This idea is in progress and will be the
subject of forthcoming work [51].
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Appendix A: Linearized analysis in metric formalism
In this appendix, using the metric formulation of TMG given
by the Eq. (5), we study the linearized theory as a perturba-
tion of the metric about a Minkowski background solution,
writing
gμν = g¯μν + hμν, (A1)
where g¯μν is the Minkowski metric and hμν is the perturba-
tion. To first-order in this perturbation, the Ricci tensor and
the Ricci scalar are given by
R(1)μν =
1
2
(
−∇¯2hμν − ∇¯μ∇¯νh + ∇¯σ ∇¯νhσμ + ∇¯σ ∇¯μhσν
)
,
(A2)
R(1) = ∇¯μ∇¯νhμν − ∇¯2h, (A3)
here h ≡ g¯μνhμν , and ∇¯ is the covariant derivative con-
structed with the background metric. Using these expressions
one can build the first-order correction of the Einstein, and
Cotton tensors as
G(1)μν = R(1)μν −
1
2
g¯μν R
(1), (A4)
C (1)μν = μαβ∇¯α
(
R(1)βν −
1
4
g¯βν R
(1)
)
. (A5)
On the other hand, the linearized Bianchi identity becomes
C (1)μν − C (1)νμ = 0. (A6)
The last term in the right hand side of (A5) is totally anti-
symmetric on μ and ν, and therefore merely subtracts the
antisymmetric piece from the first term in the right hand side
of (A5). We alternatively have
C (1)μν =
1
2
(
μ
αβ∇¯α R(1)βν + ναβ∇¯α R(1)βμ
)
. (A7)
Note also that it is not hard to verify that
∇¯μC (1)μν = 0, and C (1)μμ = 0. (A8)
Then the first-order correction of Eq. (5) is given by
G(1)μν +
1
μ
C (1)μν = 0. (A9)
Furthermore from the trace of this equation one finds that:
R(1) = 0, independent of μ. Substituting this back, we there-
fore find that Eq. (A9) can be written as
G(1)μν +
1
μ
μ
αβ∇¯αG(1)βν = 0. (A10)
Now we consider the transverse (divergenceless) and trace-
less conditions on the Minkowski background as
∇¯μhμν = 0, and hμμ = 0. (A11)
By making use of these conditions (A11), Eq. (A10) may be
recast into the following form:
∇¯2
(
δβμ +
1
μ
μ
αβ∇¯α
)
hβν. (A12)
Furthermore, this equation can be expressed compactly as[
O(0)2O(μ)h
]
μν
= 0, (A13)
by introducing two mutually commuting operators as
O(0)βμ ≡ μαβ∇¯α, and O(μ)βμ ≡ δβμ +
1
μ
μ
αβ∇¯α.
(A14)
Since the two operators conmute, Eq. (A13) has two branches
of solutions. First, we have the massive graviton hMμν , given
by
[
O(μ)hM
]
μν
= hMμν +
1
μ
μ
αβ∇¯αhMβν = 0. (A15)
The other branch is the massless graviton h˘μν , given by[
O(0)h˘
]
μν
= μαβ∇¯α h˘βν = 0, (A16)
which is also solution of Einstein gravity: Gμν = 0. Now,
let us define the linear operator O(−μ)βμ ≡ δβμ − 1μμαβ∇¯α ,
which conmutes withO(μ). By acting on (A15) withO(−μ),
we get the second-order equation for the massive graviton,[
∇¯2 − μ2
]
hMμν = 0. (A17)
Similarly, in the massless case, the second-order equation is
given by
∇¯2h˘μν = 0. (A18)
Then the mass of the massive graviton can be identified by
comparing the second-order equation of motion of the mas-
sive graviton with that of the massless graviton, therefore, the
mass of the massive graviton is m = √μ2. In addition, Eq.
(A15) propagates a single mode, which has spin-2, because
h is a symmetric traceless second-order tensor, therefore, Eq.
(A17) is exactly the Fierz–Pauli equation describing a mas-
sive spin-2 field in Minkowski spacetime.
Appendix B: Gauge symmetry
We will assume that all the FJ constraints have been identi-
fied and therefore only the zero modes associated with gauge
symmetries are still present. In this manner, the final sym-
plectic Lagrangian can be written as
L(ξ) = ai (ξ)ξ˙ i + γ˙aa − V (ξ) (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N ),
×(a, b = 1, 2, ..., M), (B1)
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here the a are the complete set of FJ constraints and either
the ξ or the γ form a set of gauge fields. Now, the symplec-
tic matrix, namely f¯kl , constructed with the ξ i variables, is
not singular, hence det f¯kl = 0. Now let us call f the sym-
plectic matrix constructed out by using the ξ and the γ ; that
symplectic matrix is singular and will be given by
f =
(
f¯ ∂
∂ξ
−( ∂
∂ξ
)T 0
)
, (B2)
hence (B2) may have M zero modes of the form
vak =
(−( f¯ )−1 ∂
∂ξ
1a
)
, (B3)
where (1a) is a (M × 1) column of zeros except its ath entry
[26]. Now, let us assume that the gradient of the potential is
orthogonal to all zero modes, hence, they must be the gen-
erators of the symmetry transformation that leave the action
invariant. In this manner, the symmetry of the action over the
constraint surface is given by
δξi = −( f¯ )−1 ∂
∂ξ
l ,
δγa = −I . (B4)
Here the l form a set of infinitesimal parameters that char-
acterize the transformations. It is important to comment
that these transformations may reflect either the gauge or
reparametrization properties of an invariant theory [26]. In
fact, the first relation of the transformations (B4) is equiva-
lent to one of the Dirac gauge transformations obtained from
the first-class constraints. The latter does not have an easy
description in the canonical formalism, this can be seen in
models such as the Floreanini and Jackiw chiral boson and
2D Maxwell fields [52].
Furthermore, let us finish the appendix showing the invari-
ance of the action. In fact, it is well known that the symmetries
are defined by those variations δξ such that the functional
variation of the action vanishes,
δS =
∫
dt
(
∂L
∂ξk
− ∂t ∂L
∂ξ˙k
)
δξk
≡
∫
dt
(
fkm ξ˙
m − ∂V
∂ξ k
)
δξk = 0. (B5)
Therefore, this expression defines the gauge symmetry; if
there exists some variation δξk satisfying Eq. (B5), then the
transformation
ξk −→ ξk + δξk (B6)
is a symmetry of the action S. Hence, we can construct a
variation δξk satisfying (B5) on the constraints surface, given
as
δξk = (vl)k l . (B7)
Therefore, since (vl)i are the zero modes on the constraints
surface, they must satisfy the equation of motion, i.e.
∫
dt
(
fkm ξ˙m − ∂V
∂ξk
)
(vl)kl
=
∫
dtl(v
l)Tk
(
fkm ξ˙m − ∂V
∂ξk
)
= l(l). (B8)
And this shows that the action is invariant under displace-
ments in directions orthogonal to the gradient of the poten-
tial.
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